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Do you support the
proposed Public
Places Bylaw?
Why or Why not?

No

Staff response:

Unfortunately attempts to date by sports teams to control the
consumption of alcohol and subsequent anti-social behaviour and
littering has not been successful. Ultimately, being Council land, it
is Council's responsibility to deal effectively with issues that
affect public safety and costs around ground maintenance.
Clubrooms located within sportsgrounds with bar licences to sell
alcohol for consumption within their Clubrooms are not affected
by the proposed amendments to the Bylaw.

in my opinion there is nothing wrong with having a couple of
beers when attending a sports ground, the sporting codes that
occupy these reserves/parks should have some sort of
monitoring system in place to reduce the amount of Alcohol being
consumed at these sites
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Do you support the
proposed Public
Places Bylaw?
Why or Why not?

No

Staff response:

It is my opinion that Clubs - Sporting codes that occupy these
public parks should have their own policies in place to monitor
alcohol consumption within he park they occupy, there for I do
not support this submission and would vote against it
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Do you support the
proposed Public
Places Bylaw?
Why or Why not?

No

Staff response:

It is my opinion that Clubs - Sporting codes that occupy these
public parks should have their own policies in place to monitor
alcohol consumption within he park they occupy, there for I do
not support this submission and would vote against it
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Do you support the
proposed Public
Places Bylaw?
Why or Why not?

Yes

Staff response:
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Do you support the
proposed Public
Places Bylaw?
Why or Why not?

Yes

Staff response:

The amendments only propose to add to the existing alcohol
prohibited areas within the bylaw (this relates to Clause 6.29.1).
Your examples would not be considered a breach of the bylaw as
these would fall under Clause 6.29.4 which lists activities not
included within the alcohol prohibited areas. The current 2017
Public Places Bylaw can be viewed on the Council's website;
Menu\Strategies, Plans, Policies and Bylaws\Bylaws\2017 Public
Places Bylaw.

But would I technically be in breach of this proposed Bylaw
amendment if I purchase liquor from either Countdown or Super
Liquor (within your Map 2 on Tirau Street, Putaruru) and drive or
walk on Tirau Street with that liquor on my way home? Or does
the amendment relate specifically to the consumption of liquor in
that area? I was unable to find the actual wording of your
proposal on your website - did I miss it? Thank you.
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Do you support the
proposed Public
Places Bylaw?
Why or Why not?

Yes

Staff response:
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Do you support the
proposed Public
Places Bylaw?
Why or Why not?

No

Staff response:

Thank you for your submission, your views are noted. Council, as
well as considering the anti-social aspect that has been
evidenced, is also seeking to deal with the alcohol-related littering
problems which include smashed glass on playing fields, and
bottles and cans left strewn within sportgrounds which costs
Council to have removed by a litter contractor and are
unrecyclable.

I believe that socializing in a public/recreational area you should
consider, there maybe alcohol and maybe gang members
around, and they still like to socialize
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Do you support the
proposed Public
Places Bylaw?
Why or Why not?

No

Staff response:

Thank you for your submission.

I am OPPOSED to the proposed amendment to the above bylaw
to extend the current Alcohol
Prohibited Areas to include the reserves listed in the consultation
document. See attached submission document

Bullet Point (BP)1: Council provides rubbish bins for users to act
responsibly in disposing of their litter. Christchurch City Council
utilizes sensor-based 'Smart' bins within Hagley Park, and other
sportsgrounds. Fewer or no bins are provided within their
regional and low- use neighbourhood parks. It is our
understanding that their main issues have been with fly-tipping
incidents within reserves not general loose litter. Unfortunately
junior union and league events at the Tokoroa War Memorial
Sportsground on Sundays have had to clear the fields of bottles
and cans prior to playing.
BP2: The Chair of one of the two teams involved stated alcohol
was one of the main contributing factors to the brawl in his letter
of apology to Council. Onlookers witnessed the out of town
spectators who became involved in the brawl as having been
drinking for many hours previous to the game which started later
in the afternoon. Video footage was also provided. The Club and
Associating Body had a meeting with Council regarding the
situation.
BP3: Details provided around the cause of the incident by the
Chair of one of the two teams involved revealed this incident was
reactionary, not planned.
BP4: NoS cannisters were just highlighting the anti-social
behaviour currently occurring at the sportsgrounds which is of
concern to Council.
BP5: Police have indicated their support to extending the APA to
include sports areas stating having this Policy in place will aid
them in more effectively dealing with alcohol related situations
when they need to attend.
BP6: Alcohol consumption is not the prime reason for these
groups or organisations attending these events or competitions.
Council considers there is no reason why those attending those
events wishing to drink alcohol cannot patronise a bar or
restaurant in the town centres which are located nearby.

BP7: The bylaw will be enforced by Council's trained Compliance
team or the Police, as with the enforcement of Council's other
bylaws. If approved, Council will be looking for Police support
initially while this bylaw change 'beds in' with the local community
and visitors, and the support of the NZRL and sports clubs.
BP8: Council respectfully disagrees. The bylaw will apply to
anyone using or visiting the designated sports -based reserves.

Submission to Public Places Bylaw

I am OPPOSED to the proposed amendment to the above bylaw to extend the current Alcohol
Prohibited Areas to include the reserves listed in the consultation document.
The Consultation Document and Consultation Process
The consultation document is because of white font on black background difficult to read on a
tablet.
The consultation document refers to reports dated 28 June 2021 and 19 August 2021, these are not
available to the public at the time of writing (15th April 2022) this submission as they have been
removed from the list of older agendas and reports on Councils website. Also there is no link to
them in the Community Engagement section of Council website. This has resulted in Councillors
being privy to information unavailable to the community who they wish to take away a lawful
activity that has been in place for many decades.
Submission
 The first issue written in the consultation document describes Council has been advised antisocial behaviour is occurring at various sportsgrounds and then writes there are significant
number of empty alcohol bottles It is reported rubbish is being strewn around. Council
encourages people to leave their rubbish at Sports Reserves by providing bins. A study
(Christchurch City Council at Hagley Park) showed ‘fly rubbish’ reduced to 10% of that
previous when the Council removed rubbish bins from the park.
 The consultation document refers to a brawl on the Tokoroa Memorial Sportsground Oval
and states alcohol was a “contributing factor”. How is this known? Who was at the scene
who saw and documented people involved in the brawl were drinking alcohol prior to the
brawl? Were the people involved breath tested? Were they seen to be staggering?
 How does Council know the brawl was unplanned?
 Included in the issues noted is empty nitrous oxide canisters have been found. How is this
relevant to the proposal to prohibit alcohol?
 Council appears to acknowledge the chances of alcohol not being to the brought to and
consumed at Sports Reserves is forlorn when it wrote in the consultation document under
reasons for change “to effectively address the amount of alcohol being brought in to sports
fields”. If Council thought the bylaw would be effective if passed it would have written about
stopping alcohol being brought into sports fields.
 Council have spent hundreds of thousands of dollars marketing our District with the aim of
increasing economic activity. This has resulted in tens of thousands out of District people
visiting our Sports Reserves, especially the Memorial Sportsground. Council has done such
an excellent job of this many of these people stay here for multiple consecutives days
overnighting in their self-contained vehicles and also to a lesser extent camping in tents.
These events include motor home conventions, dog shows, mountain bike events and poloCrosse. By my observation these people from time to time gather in groups and drink
alcohol. As a duty of care Council will be obliged to instruct the organisers of these events
alcohol is prohibited from the sportsgrounds and that they must advise potential
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Do you support the
proposed Public
Places Bylaw?
Why or Why not?

No

See attached submission document - the following points from the
submission are relevant to sections of the bylaw being reviewed:
6.1 Public safety & Nuisances hazardous
(n) How is trade people going to work?
(r) Setting firework short be on PUBLIC display only By SWDC. Ban
fireworks to
public.
6.24 Animals in public places 6.24.1 No person shall take any dog or
allow any dog in his/her custody to be on any public place except in
accordance with the current South Waikato District Council Dog
Control Bylaw.
6.24.1 We are allowed to go in public places Disability/Service Dog,
but public Pet dog is NOT allowed to go. Government Dog Control
Amendment Act 2006 (NZGOVT DCAAL) We are also protected
from discrimination Under GOVT Dog Control Act 1996 work safe
Act 2015, Humans Right Act 1993, Health Act 1956, Bill of rights Act
1990 All Disability/Service Dogs are been put at risk with pet/family
dogs in the CBD, without fear of attack or intimidation by Pet family
dogs. The DUTY of CARE for our service dog where is it? This Act
applies the hole of New Zealand the safety of ALL
DISABILITY/Service DOGS. All Council in NZ has to apply to the
entire Act. This is a Serious Offense.
Council dated 4 March 2021. Issue Raised Animal Control and
Compliance Manager Response Free registration for disability
assistance dogs. Free registration is available to all owners of a
disability assist dog in New Zealand
and has been available for years. A disability assist dog is one that is
certified as being trained to assist a person with a disability (Dog
Control Act 1996, s 2). The organisations which certify disability
assist dogs are found under Schedule 2 of the Dog Control Act 1996.
Keep the CBD free from public dogs unless they are taking the dogs
to the Vet; Dog Control Officer or Police Officer to move on dog
owners with dogs/dogs. All matters raised around the prohibition of
dogs in the Central Business District (CBD) are matters for the Dog
Control Bylaw.
From the last review of the Dog Control Bylaw: - Both Putaruru and
Tīrau CBD’s are “dogs on leash” areas. -Tokoroa CBD has a “no
dogs between the hours of 8am to 6pm” restriction. These
restrictions have been accepted as favourable to the wider
community and dog control and will remain in place. The next Dog
Control Bylaw review (January 2023) will be the correct place to
submit on this subject.
Under GOVT Dog Control Act 1996 ( 2 Interpretation service dog, (a)
specified agency, warranted officer, (40) proof of class of dog, (41)
Penalty for false

statement relating to application for registration. Or do they do xyz.
They are Misleading people has bought the harness and sign saying
"Service Dog" from a shop or tredeme or wish and on Face book.
The people are using this to misleading with false jacket. SWDC
need to help us to stop false Jacket and labels.
Dog left in a car on a hot day who job to get the dog out? Same as
Children left in a hot car? Been Txt to Dog control didn’t show up and
no reply reply back.
There are some about 10 SWDC, No Dog signs have gone/removed
within the CBD area where they should be. There are some hard to
fined or signs or behind another sign or signs are covered over.
About 9 liquor band area signs and About 3 Skate boarding or roller
blading. Where the Liquor band, Skate boarding or roller blading and
No Dog, are start within the CBD area this should be enforced more.
Just like your Car has to have a WOF and Rego to make it road legal
if not you will get a ticket this is the same within the CBD area.
Staff response:

Thank you for your submission.
This is not a full review of the Public Places Bylaw; Council is only
proposing changes to certain issues that Council felt needed to be
addressed prior to the next full PPB review in 2023. We look forward
to you submitting your views in 2023 on the range of matters you
have raised. In regard to the issues raised Council is not currently
consulting on.
1:Animal and Compliance Officers patrol Mobility parking spaces to
check that the vehicle has the required permit displayed in the
windscreen. If they don’t, they are instantly issued with a Parking
enforcement ticket for $150, payable within 28 days. Complaints
received in relation to parking offences including being parked in a
Mobility car park without the necessary permit displayed in the
windscreen are actioned and investigated whenever they are
received by Compliance staff. There are not many tickets issued for
this offence, but every vehicle found in one of these spaces without a
card displayed receives an Infringement.
2: There is nothing that the Dog Control team can do in regard to dog
owners putting coats labelled ‘security’ on their dogs. Making a false
statement in regard to dog registration is not used for this purpose.
The submitter had requested previously that Dog Control should be
stopping this activity, and at the time Mr Drower was informed that
there was nothing in the Dog Control Act that dealt with the selling or
purchasing of dog jackets stating that a dog was a working dog or
security dog. The Blind and Deaf Association have custom made
jackets that are handed out to Blind and Deaf Disability dog owners
for their dogs to wear, Mr Drower has been recommended to take
this issue up with the Blind and Deaf Association if he believes this is
a problem.
3:Dog Control are not permitted to enter a vehicle to release a dog
unless they have applied to the District Court for a search warrant.
This is an animal welfare issue that is actioned by the SPCA or
Police. Complaints from Mr Drower are attended to. It also needs to
be noted that there is no SPCA Officer in the SWD any longer for

urgent complaints like the one outlined. Many animal welfare
complaints are now actioned by the Animal and Compliance Team
but our legal mandate is limited. All complaints received about dogs
in the CBD of Tokoroa are actioned as soon as possible. Sometimes
the fact that the Compliance vehicles are not close to the Tokoroa
CBD at the time of the complaint makes it difficult to find the dog
owner and speak to them. We have found that most people do not
know that they are not permitted to take their dog into the CBD.
Some dog owners are from districts where they are permitted to take
dogs into the CBD and therefore assume it is the same everywhere
and when an Officer informs them that it is not a permitted activity in
the Tokoroa shopping/business area, they are more than happy to
comply.
4: If the Compliance Team had a local dog owner who, on a number
of occasions took their dog into the CBD, knowing that this was not
permitted, the dog owner would be issued with an Infringement for
Failing to Comply with a Bylaw, which carries a fine of $300, once
the required evidence of this offence was collected.
5. New signage for the CBD’s of Tokoroa. Putaruru and Tirau are
being purchased before July of 2022 and will be installed over the
months of August and early September.

Roger & Naomi Drower
Man On A Mission
105 Papanui St
Tokoroa 3420
021 1488427 Roger is hard of hearing TXT ONLY.
027 4348236 Naomi
rumandcoke@slingshot.co.nz
We Sponsor & Recipient Heading Dogs for Deaf People of NZ
Email: info@hearingdogs.org.nz
Roger and Naomi are spokespeople for Hearing Dogs for Deaf People NZ for Civil Defence Emergency Management groups (CDEM)
throughout New Zealand, advocating for Disability/Service Dogs and their owners and what will be needed in a CD emergency. It has been
great to see CDEM groups taking us seriously for what we might need in an emergency and incorporating this into their plans.

18/03/2022
To Whom It May Concern:

Public Places Bylaw 2022
Parking there should be More Mobility Parking (CCS) in CBD & Public Places. Some of the
Disability cards holders with MPP can park there but some is full that Other people do
not have a Disability card.
Council should be looking at people who do not have a MPP Mobility Parking Permit. The
SWD are having more people with parking permit and Do Or don’t care that MPP needs to
park there?
We pay for our Parking in a mobility parking with the card, like some people don’t to park I a car park
but like this traffic control truck getting lunch refuse to move but moving road cones of the tuck.

Let’s hope that SDWC reminds the individual
what the disabled parking is for those who need it and not a space used for convenience.
Just like your Car has to have a WOF and Rego to make it road legal if not you will get a ticket this is the same
within the CBD area
There is about 4 MPP/ CCS in Leith place, 2 Bridge, 2 Rosebery, 1 Mannering, 1 Swenson, 1 Raukawa Way, 0 Bonaly

More easy access for wheelchairs, foot paths, shops and toilet for them.

Signage depends where on their building ok without permit. Yes to that.
Foot paths in same place they need it to keep people safe on site is been worked on. CBD
depends on that. No permit.
6.1 Public safety & Nuisances hazardous
(n)
How is trade people going to work?
(r)
Setting firework short be on PUBLIC display only By SWDC. Ban fireworks to
public.
1|P a g e
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6.2 Obstructing public places
(f) No person shall drive, ride, propel, park or wheel any motor vehicle across any footpath berm or
water channel in any public place other than on a Vehicle Crossing without obstructing the footpath

this was TXTed to Dog control and Emailed. Let’s
hope that SDWC reminds the individual what the disabled parking is for those who need it and not a space used
for convenience.

Council has the right to ask Police to enforce the Prohibition of Gang Insignia in Government
Premises Act 2013, that also applies to local authority premises
I have seen more gangs around the CBD area
6.7
Landowner responsibilities
Here is a question if the fence on the boundary as I do understand both parties goes half
in the cost and agree on it?
What happens if SWDC contractors damage the fence? Who responsibility to fix it then?
6.8
Overhanging vegetation liable to obstruct.
Here is a question what happens if it is on public place on SWDC and they tried to get the
privet property Owner to cut it back?
SWDC over grown Vegetation who’s responsibilities is it?
6.9
Safety of obstruction and on work sites
What happens if contractors block a driveway?
6.10 Damage to Public places
What happens if contractor damage then put the blame on the XYZ sorry but SWDC
problem?
38. Street, kerb and crossing and encroachment fence footpaths
Photos shows that SWDC Contactors damage and when sealing the road Stone on the GRASS not been
removed people mowing the grass and the stone hit something or someone under work safe 2015 this is
SWDC problem they got the job done. Man tripped over on the footpath in the CBD 4/2/2022. Footpaths
around the street an older Lady tripped in Grace Crs broken footpath was taken to Hospital. Some areas
still not been fixed.
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6.16 Ride a skateboard in CBD prohibited area.
No in the CBD. I have seen people and me walking my Disability Dog nearly getting hit or
get out of their way.
6.19 Assembly
(b)
this also apply to Christmas, Cultural, ETC parade too?
6.22 Privet Property on use of Barbed and razor wire & Electric fence. NO
No to have permits over two metres on Commercial Property.
Electric Fence purposes of containing stock & Commercial Property to protect their
property. Without permit. Sign out to say “Caution Electric fence. Warning signs”
Commercial Property on use of Barbed and razor wire & Electric fence. “Caution Electric
fence Warning signs.” Without a permit. I know of a case the person got in but they
couldn’t get out the Police called the owner to come so the Police can make arrest. That
was good.
Yes to that.
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6.24 Animals in public places 6.24.1 No person shall take any dog or allow any dog in his/her
custody to be on any public place except in accordance with the current South Waikato District
Council Dog Control Bylaw.
6.24.1 We are allowed to go in public places Disability/Service Dog, but public Pet dog is
NOT allowed to go.
Government Dog Control Amendment Act 2006 (NZGOVT DCAAL) We are also protected from
discrimination Under GOVT Dog Control Act 1996 work safe Act 2015, Humans Right Act 1993,
Health Act 1956, Bill of rights Act 1990 All Disability/Service Dogs are been put at risk with
pet/family dogs in the CBD, without fear of attack or intimidation by Pet family dogs. The DUTY
of CARE for our service dog where is it?
This Act applies the hole of New Zealand the safety of ALL DISABILITY/Service DOGS.
All Council in NZ has to apply to the entire Act. This is a Serious Offense.
Council dated 4 March 2021. Issue Raised Animal Control and Compliance Manager Response Free registration
for disability assistance dogs. Free registration is available to all owners of a disability assist dog in New Zealand
and has been available for years. A disability assist dog is one that is certified as being trained to assist a person
with a disability (Dog Control Act 1996, s 2). The organisations which certify disability assist dogs are found
under Schedule 2 of the Dog Control Act 1996. Keep the CBD free from public dogs unless they are taking the
dogs to the Vet; Dog Control Officer or Police Officer to move on dog owners with dogs/dogs. All matters raised
around the prohibition of dogs in the Central Business District (CBD) are matters for the Dog Control Bylaw.
From the last review of the Dog Control Bylaw: - Both Putaruru and Tīrau CBD’s are “dogs on leash” areas. Tokoroa CBD has a “no dogs between the hours of 8am to 6pm” restriction. These restrictions have been
accepted as favourable to the wider community and dog control and will remain in place. The next Dog Control
Bylaw review (January 2023) will be the correct place to submit on this subject.

Dog p
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Dog

Dog inside shop

Lady let her dog go to the toilet at St Mark Church

Service dogs was attacked in the CBD Like me too.

Under GOVT Dog Control Act 1996 ( 2 Interpretation service
dog, (a) specified agency, warranted officer, (40) proof of class of dog, (41) Penalty for false
statement relating to application for registration. Or do they do xyz

They are Misleading people has bought the harness and sign saying "Service Dog" from a shop or
tredeme or wish and on Face book. The people are using this to misleading with false jacket. SWDC
need to help us to stop false Jacket and labels.
Dog left in a car on a hot day who job to get the dog out? Same as Children left in a hot
car? Been Txt to Dog control didn’t show up and no reply reply back.
There are some about 10 SWDC, No Dog signs have gone/removed within the CBD area where they should
be.
There are some hard to fined or signs or behind another sign or signs are covered over. About 9 liquor band area
signs and About 3 Skate boarding or roller blading. Where the Liquor band, Skate boarding or roller blading and
No Dog, are start within the CBD area this should be enforced more.
Just like your Car has to have a WOF and Rego to make it road legal if not you will get a ticket this is the same
within the CBD area
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Dog/s in park

Heading out in the car - leave your dog at home this summer
Carly Gooch16:00, Nov 28 2021
As temperatures rise, animal welfare advocates have a message for dog owners – don't leave them alone
in cars.
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The SPCA is already getting calls from concerned members of the public seeing dogs left alone in
parked cars.
SPCA Southland, Tasman and West Coast team lead Jamie Hancock said the organisation was
constantly fielding calls about dogs left in hot cars.
She said nationally, between November 2020 and March 2021, there had been 339 calls from members
of the public.

6.28 Rubbish receptacles 6.28.1 No person shall place or deposit in any rubbish receptacle in a
public place including reserves, any offensive matter or any household, shop, office, or trade
refuse of any description.

Behind Kelso St
Outside ANZ Bank
of in a business. SWDC didn’t want to know, so we had remove and to pay for someone rubbish to the dump

Man dropping rubbish

6.29 Alcohol & Drugs in CBD & Public place.
No way to that, that’s where problem come from. Take them out.
If it is in Cafe/food or bar/clubs place where it is under control that is fine.
6.30 Advertising signs & Commercial property maintenance.
What I put on my property it is my business within my property.
6.32 Signs on or over roads, footpaths public places…
What happen if it is SWDC or NZTA Road signs?
Been removed and someone goes into SWDC and tell front desk more than once still
nothing been done about it. When what will happen to the person report it & SWDC have
ago at them but the sign still not put back into place?
6.35 Repair or removal of signs.
What’s on my property it is up to me to look after Not SWDC.
6.35.5 No to SWDC to remove my sign/s
8.4.14 Power of Entry
Trade person to enter property must be in writing beforehand or in emergency only.
8.5 Schedule 5 – encroachment fence policy
8.5.4 My boundary was here before I brought my property/properties and the same 8.5.5
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The Occupier’s expense only if they put a fence up and they know it not on the
boundaries.
If the fence is already there if this results from inadvertence occasioned by the true
boundary line not being clearly defined, at the owner expense. NO
8.5.7 Fence alignment
What happens if SWDC move the edge of the seal carriageway and not put back in the
right place?
Does this mean the fence got to be moved?
Street Lighting:
As there is no lighting and Trees covering Lights or CCTV in that end of Dreghorn Carpark (Church
end), Jason does not feel that it is safe to park behind the flat after the break in to the car. Due to the
setup of the buildings, there is no private parking for vehicles. After the break in of the car, NZ Police
have advised the tenants that it would be best to park out front for the safety of all vehicles, as Bridge
Street is a high traffic area and less likely that there would be further incidents with attempted
unlawfully taking of motor vehicles and better for insurance purposes as well as the tenants do not need
ongoing insurance claims with vehicles get damaged all the time. This was on 23/03/2022

Jason Police Number
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Roger & Naomi Drower
Man On A Mission
105 Papanui St
Tokoroa 3420
021 1488427 Roger is hard of hearing TXT ONLY.
027 4348236 Naomi
rumandcoke@slingshot.co.nz
We Sponsor & Recipient Heading Dogs for Deaf People of NZ
Email: info@hearingdogs.org.nz
Roger and Naomi are spokespeople for Hearing Dogs for Deaf People NZ for Civil Defence Emergency Management groups (CDEM)
throughout New Zealand, advocating for Disability/Service Dogs and their owners and what will be needed in a CD emergency. It has been
great to see CDEM groups taking us seriously for what we might need in an emergency and incorporating this into their plans.

Rhys car was broken into 17/03/2022 he found his car like this about 12.45pm Police Number
P049943416

Behind Old Hu Hung /
ABCD Shop.

Nails left under tyres.
Attachments: Police Report of attempted break in
Page 2 – Photos taken by car owner at Tokoroa Towing Yard. Owner did not see car before Police towed it for evidence.
Page 3 – Photos of Jason’s car and Dreghorn Carpark.
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Roger & Naomi Drower
Man On A Mission
105 Papanui St
Tokoroa 3420
021 1488427 Roger is hard of hearing TXT ONLY.
027 4348236 Naomi
rumandcoke@slingshot.co.nz
We Sponsor & Recipient Heading Dogs for Deaf People of NZ
Email: info@hearingdogs.org.nz
Roger and Naomi are spokespeople for Hearing Dogs for Deaf People NZ for Civil Defence Emergency Management groups (CDEM)
throughout New Zealand, advocating for Disability/Service Dogs and their owners and what will be needed in a CD emergency. It has been
great to see CDEM groups taking us seriously for what we might need in an emergency and incorporating this into their plans.

Address: 77 BRIDGE STREET, TOKOROA, SOUTH WAIKATO DISTRICT 3420
Offence/Incident: Attempted Unlawful Taking of a Motor Vehicle
Location: BABERTON STREET, TOKOROA, SOUTH WAIKATO DISTRICT
Date Reported: 23/11/2020 2:13 AM
Reference Number: 201124/7862

Downers roller 28/03/2021 was played with I Txt downers 7.38pm

first lockdown

Art shop windows broken

Sweet Rose cafe in

This has
been ongoing since 2020 in Derghorn carpark and behind St Mark Church. I understand there has been 6 cars been
broken into and 5 buildings behing Bridge and Derghorn car park

I am going to speak on this matter.
I would like a reply back please.
This document is to flimsy.
Page 1 of 10

Thank you for your time.
Roger Drower. & Harper (Hearing Dog for the Deaf People)
As for Disability Dogs, Roger & Naomi spoke person for the South Waikato & Waikato
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